Town of Hinton
Standing Committee MEETING
Agenda
January 28, 2014 - 4:00 PM
Committee Room, Hinton Government Centre
TOWN COUNCIL MISSION
Council serves the interests of our citizens
to enable our community to reach full
potential.
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TOWN OF HINTON
DIRECTION REQUEST

DATE: January 23, 2013
TO:

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING OF JANUARY 28, 2014

FROM:
Bernie Kreiner, Acting Director-Planning and Development section of Division
REVIEWED/APPROVED BY:
Bernie Kreiner, Town manager
RE: OFF-SITE LEVY POLICY DIRECTIONS
Purpose
This item is before Council to seek direction of 6 key concepts of the off-site levy policy in order to allow
administration to finalize a complete document given the public and Chamber committee feedback to
date.
Issue
What direction is council giving on the attached issues (attachment 1)
Administration Comments on Situation / Options
The community feedback to the proposed off-site levy bylaw/policy to date boiled down to 5 items (letter
from Chamber has added a philosophical 6th one). Some key principles including the notion of shifting to
ONE community wide levy approach appear to have general support which shows that the “communityfirst” thinking is alive and well. Each issue and it’s pros/cons and an administrative conclusion and
recommendation is provided to facilitate the discussion.
While we are oriented to think of land development focused mostly on residential, this matter affects all
new subdivisions including industrial and commercial.
Administration’s Conclusion / Proposed Direction
This topic is one of the most complex elements of local government and substantially affects the quality
of infrastructure, development activity and long-term financial soundness of a municipality.
Overall, I believe the process and potential policy decisions would set a very sound go-forward platform
for land development in Hinton in a balanced approach that respects the long-term best interests of
existing taxpayers.
Town Manager Comments
Upon getting council consensus direction on these key policy items, administration plans to:
--develop an amendment to the off-site levy by-law that has first reading, in conjunction an off-site levy
policy.
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--have a brief legal review of this work while also circulating for final “detail” comment to community,
chamber etc.
--bring levy policy and by-law to council for approval in March 2014.
--Upon approval: a. post clearly and communicate to all.
b. advance the in-fill policy work using a similar process.
Do you support follow-through process?
Attachments
1. Issue papers and applicable Chamber of Commerce committee letter
2. Financial summary of proposed off-site and development charges levy total.
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OFF-SITE LEVY POLICY OPTIONS/ANALYSIS

ISSUE: _I. Arterial Road Funding________________________________________________
1.
Chamber Request (see rationale in letter of December 12, 2013): All four lanes of an
arterial be funded by Offsite Levy Fund
2.

Pros and Cons

Pros

Cons

Developers abutting future arterials must also
contribute land for the major road right of ways
(30- 35m vs. 20m for a local road).

May require municipality to borrow to finance
first two lanes to provide new subdivision
access. Affects overall municipal borrowing
for other community capital.
Could increase debate/requests for collector
roads to be upgraded to arterial classification.

Shifts cost risks to the Town and makes
developer financing easier, especially if
developer doesn’t own land on both sides of
arterial R.O.W.

In some new growth areas but not others,
would force municipal investments to build
access for some new subdivisions and not
others (unfair playing field).

Other
The estimated effect on offsite levy rates is an increase of $9,200/hectare (23,000,000/2,500 ha
Note: “naive” land purchasing argument is often cited, but in reality all raw land purchasing for
future development involving many cost uncertainties best addressed by municipalities having
clear and consistent policies.

3.

Conclusion

Arterials provide two functions: base access to a new subdivision and, in time as new areas
develop, inter area traffic flow. There are strong arguments on both sides of this matter. Most
municipalities do not finance the first two lanes because they provide the core access to some
new neighbourhoods.

4.

Administration Recommendation

Support change provided that abutting developers would prepay levies (see issue 4) in
situations where the future arterial is the primary access (to avoid levy financing costs for
building base access to some neighbourhoods).

Off-Site Levies Policy Options
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OFF-SITE LEVY POLICY OPTIONS/ANALYSIS

ISSUE: _II Risk of Future Growth Increments______________________________________
1.
Chamber Request (see rationale in letter of December 12, 2013): Revisit the Master
Plan and remove items unlikely to be built (i.e. Sawyer Avenue)
2.

Pros and Cons

Pros

Cons

This approach reduces levy rates for current
development.

If current development doesn’t pay for the cost
for items they would benefit from long-term,
the future developers would pay more than
their share .... would stifle “future growth” due
to shifted cost responsibility.

There is a need to instill greater confidence
with developers and the community that future
infrastructure is truly needed, and if that
assurance doesn’t exist .... perhaps the overall
community should bear that future cost and
risk if required.

3.

Conclusion

Land development is inherently risky, and discounting for uncertainty shifts this risk to the
community as a whole or to “future land developers” as proposed by Chamber. In presenting
this topic for input, Town Administration acknowledged that one item (a segment of Sawyer
Drive from Robb Road west) may never be required if the Town highway bypass is built first.
4.

Administration Recommendation

Do not change current policy, but take great care when updating master plans to ensure future
infrastructure to support growth is realistically scaled.
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OFF-SITE LEVY POLICY OPTIONS/ANALYSIS

ISSUE: _III Cost-sharing when replacement and growth are occurring___________________
1.
Chamber Request (see rationale in letter of December 12, 2013): Offsite Levies pay
for only incremental cost of upgraded infrastructure when replacing or repairing *
2.

Pros and Cons

Pros

Cons

Would reduce cost burden to developers when
rebuild is required firstly for asset life
extension.

Would increase cost burden to developers
when rebuild is required firstly for growth with
some benefit to asset life extension.

3.

Conclusion

Timing of capital upgrades would impact whether developer or community pays the bulk of costs
when infrastructure is being rebuilt (vs. being added to).

4.

Administration Recommendation

No change in current policy – costs should be split based on applicable benefit to extending
asset life and achieving growth.
*Note: As suggested by the Chamber of Commerce, this topic was further discussed with Dale
Gilbertson who is active with local development engineering. He acknowledged that this topic
can cut both ways.
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OFF-SITE LEVY POLICY OPTIONS/ANALYSIS

ISSUE: IV Timing of Payments___________________________________________________
1.

Chamber Request (see rationale in letter of December 12, 2013):

2.

Pros and Cons

Pros

Cons

Recognizes developer financing difficulty of
this ‘soft’ cost.

Infrastructure to support growth needs to be
built before funds from development are
received.

Timeframe change only shifts funds coming to
Town an average of 2-3 years

Delayed cash flow may require Town
borrowing to invest in some growth
infrastructure.

Could stimulate larger subdivisions.

3.

Conclusion

Current practise in Hinton to allow developers to request off-site levy payment delay has
resulted in an inconsistent practise between developers which should be addressed. Providing
certainty and consistency should exist; and responding to this ‘important issue’ favourably would
be seen as a way to support land development in future.
4.

Administration Recommendation

Accept request for all future subdivisions. This change would put Hinton with very few other
municipality stimulating subdivisions while collecting levies from the developer at the latest
possible time.

Off-Site Levies Policy Options
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OFF-SITE LEVY POLICY OPTIONS/ANALYSIS

ISSUE: V Local government role as land developer________________________________
1.
Chamber Request (see rationale in letter of December 12, 2013): Competing with
Government
2.

Pros and Cons

Pros

3.

Cons

Conclusion

Hinton has gotten involved in aspects of land development a few times, usually when the private
sector alone (i.e. without subsidy, etc.) was not likely to respond. Examples include: upper hill
residential subdivision when mines began in mid 1970’s, more recently with Innovista and social
housing work. When done in effective partnership, these areas can even support private land
development activity. This is a more philosophical matter referred to the Municipality
Development Planning policy update process. Personally, the CAO agrees with an active
market like Hinton now has with 3 – 5 land residential developers, the municipal role in land
development can and should be very limited (to market stimulation in specialized areas only).
4.

Administration Recommendation

Off-Site Levies Policy Options
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OFF-SITE LEVY POLICY OPTIONS/ANALYSIS

ISSUE: VI Philosophy of who pays for growth______________________________________
1.
Chamber Request (see rationale in letter of December 12, 2013): Growth Pays for
Growth vs. Investing in a Growing Tax Roll
2.

Pros and Cons

Pros

Cons

The more a Town grows, the more costefficiently most municipal services can be
delivered to all taxpayers. As such, making
growth easier to occur is “smart business”.

If too much capital cost responsibility is shifted
away from land developer / new lot
purchasers; the price of living in Hinton would
stymie future growth.

3.

Conclusion

Hinton is in a unique situation because, except for some rural residential, our “competitors”
providing industrial, commercial and residential land are 70+ km away. Location is key in land
development, and markets will adjust based on total cost (initial price of land, future taxes, etc.).
4.

Administration Recommendation

Support philosophy and refer to Municipal Development Plan update process for incorporation,
striving to find a sound balance of interests vs. the current absolute position.

Off-Site Levies Policy Options
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CALCULATION: OFF-SITE LEVIES AND DEVELOPMENT CHARGES
Off-Site Levies
Water
Waste Water
Roadways
Storm Drainage

$

36,317.
K
20,881.5 K
35,051.
K
2,695.
K
$94,945.2 K  2,503 ha = $37,931 ha

Development Charges
Roadworks

$

4,357.5 K
4,357.5  2,503 ha = 1,740 ha

Combined Total
$37,931 + 1,740 = $39,671/ha ( ± $ 15,618/acre )

Off-Site Levies Policy Options
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TOWN OF HINTON
DIRECTION REQUEST

DATE: January 6, 2014
TO:

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING OF JANUARY 28, 2014

FROM:
REVIEWED BY:
APPROVED BY:
RE:

Wendy Jones, Property and Projects Manager
Mike Schwirtz, Infrastructure Services Director
Bernie Kreiner, Town manager

Mary Reimer Regional Park Storm Drainage 2013 Capital Project

Purpose
This item is before Council to provide a current overview and status of the Mary Reimer Regional Park
Storm Drainage 2013 Capital Budget project and to obtain Council’s direction prior to bringing forward to
a meeting of Regular Council.
Issue
Past development and regrading in Mary Reimer Regional Park (MRRP) along with Cache Percotte
Creek not being contained to one creek are direct causes for the poor storm drainage that impact
seasonal public use.
Cache Percotte Creek flows overland as urban/park drainage towards the old railway bed, where its
surface flows divert east towards a natural wetland, and crosses the railway bed to the north. During
average flows the ball diamonds and trails see areas of infiltration. It also flows towards the West in an
existing creek bed through three culverts and crosses East River Road into a creek that discharges in
the Athabasca River. During heavy flows flooding occurs in the park with ponding south of the old
railway bed and north of the railway bed at the ball diamonds and soccer fields. See Figure 1 – Drain
Improvements Site Overview.
The 2013 Capital Budget construction costs are not sufficient to support the detailed design that will
restore the Cache Percotte Creek and mitigate the storm drainage issues at MRRP.
Administration Comments on Situation / Options
In 2012 a Preliminary Design Report was completed by Genivar. The 2013 Capital Budget moved the
project forward with ISL completing the Detailed Design Report with drawings and tender documents
that would improve the storm drainage of MRRP by channelizing Cache Percotte Creek and
reconnecting it to a channel that historically carried its flows westward to the Athabasca River. The
intent was to move to tender and begin construction in winter of 2013. The project was put on hold as
the full design and the estimated costs to construct significantly exceed the 2013 Capital Budget. In
addition, there are two utility lines (one owned by Kinder Morgan and the other by ATCO Gas) that are
required to be lowered to restore the Cache Percotte Creek and allow the storm water to return to the
Athabasca River.

Mary Reimer Park Drainage System
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The 2013 Capital Budget approved $100,000 for detailed design and this funding has been utilized to
complete the detailed drawings and tender package.
The $600,000 construction budget utilizes
$530,000 from reserves and is supported by a 2013 Yellowhead County contribution in the amount of
$70,000.
$20,000 has been utilized to support tree clearing for geotechnical investigations and
surveying along with field investigations to confirm line depth and location to finalize detailed design.
The cost to construct this project to the full design is estimated to be $1.4 to $1.8 million and has
approvals from all required governing bodies.
This cost does not include lowering either the Kinder
Morgan or ATCO lines. Administration has advised Kinder Morgan and ATCO that to restore the Cache
Percotte Creek, the depth of cover for the pipelines at the creek crossing is inadequate and that their
lines will need to be adjusted at their cost should this project proceed. Kinder Morgan and ATCO are
currently reviewing the request; Administration at the time of this report has not received a response.
Administration has evaluated a reduced scope of construction that provides interim improvement to
flooding at MRRP with costs that are more aligned with the approved budget.
This option remains
subject to Kinder Morgan and ATCO lowering the lines at their cost.
This option would look to
construct the channel from 0+000 to 0+780 without any erosion protection. Moving in this direction will
require operations to repair any erosion control and to maintain the channel and cleaning of culverts.
Ponding will likely occur at 0+780 – to what extent cannot be determined as it will be determined by the
flows in that season. The existing culvert and channels would be maintained to and across East River
Road.
Proceeding with a reduced scope of work estimates the construction budget to be $646,000 to
$970,000.
Estimated costs to prepare the construction drawings, revise the tender documents and
obtain confirmation of approval from governing bodies is estimated not to exceed $25,000 for this scope
of work.
For the purposes of understanding by all, the restoration of the Cache Percotte Creek and returning the
storm water to the Athabasca River mitigates storm drainage that impacts MRRP lands but does not
address nor reconstruct the elevations of existing playing fields and rodeo grounds to mitigate drainage
issues on the MRRP basin itself.
Administration’s Conclusion / Proposed Direction
Administration recommends that while the construction of the storm drainage and restoration of Cache
Percotte Creek is necessary to mitigate flooding in the park that the project not proceed until such time
as:
1) a preliminary design and detailed design for storm management of the MRRP basin is
undertaken.
2) there is a desire to develop structural buildings and play areas and/or refurbish existing play
fields as outlined in the MRRP – Site Development Master Plan.
Reallocating funds to the 2014 Capital Budget to complete item 1 above will provide necessary
information to support Administration and the community-at-large, existing societies or future interest
groups in their efforts to contribute to site development at MRRP.
At present we are not aware of any
immediate groups (ie rodeo or soccer) planning developments in 2014.
If the recommendation is not perceived to provide value at this time, Administration recommends that the
construction project be cancelled within the 2013 Capital Budget and advise Yellowhead County of our
position.
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Town Manager Comments
It is key that we now know what has to be done to properly manage the flows from “off the hills south of
the Park”. It’s surprisingly costly, but will probably be necessary before buildings are developed in the
Park, particularly the major riding arena concept anticipated soon by the Rodeo Association group.
The fact that Mary Reimer Park does not have a SITE DRAINAGE plan is something that should be
addressed at a minimum with current funds, in order that all future development occurs so we don’t
“flood” ourselves from within, given the limited grades on this fairly flat site.
Attachment(s)
1. Figure 1 Mary Reimer Regional Park – Drain Improvements Site Overview
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Attachment 1
Mary Reimer Park Drainage System
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TOWN OF HINTON
DIRECTION REQUEST

DATE: January 16, 2014
TO:

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING OF JANUARY 28, 2014

FROM:
REVIEWED BY:
APPROVED BY:
RE:

Wendy Jones, Property and Projects Manager
Mike Schwirtz, Infrastructure Services Director
Bernie Kreiner, Town Manager

Innovista Phase ll and lll – Developing Services: Water, Sanitary and Storm

Purpose
This item is before Council to provide background information on the Innovista Phase ll and lll project as
identified in the approved 2013 Capital Budget and to obtain direction prior to advancing the project
scope of work.
Issue
Council has requested Administration to refrain from incurring any additional expenses for the Innovista
Phase ll and lll project as defined in the 2013 Capital Budget and to provide an information report that
defines and provides current status of the project scope of work.
The Development of this project is time sensitive, if the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)
grant and loan funding are to be utilized to finance the project scope of work.
Administration Comments on Situation / Options
Project Purpose:
In 2013, the Innovista Phase ll and lll project undertook to begin a preliminary design of evaluating
water, sanitary, storm that would bring services to Phase ll and Phase lll. This was being evaluated as
services to each parcel – not lot development. Road access to Phase lll from Drinnan Way was also
evaluated from the conceptual design and was detailed, engineered, tendered and constructed in 2013.
Budget:
FCM Funding:
Funding for the development of the Innovista Industrial Park (via the current development
guidelines) is supported by FCM through grant and loan funding.

Innovista
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Grant Agreement:
Agrees to grant equal to 30% of eligible costs up to a maximum amount of $3,316,400.00.
Eligible expenses must equal $11,054,666. The Grant Funding supported the eligible costs in
2006 for the development of Phase l; the remaining grant funds available in 2014 is $926,000.
(This value is slightly less as we have some eligible expenses that can be used for the Drinnan
Way Access constructed in 2013). To maximize the $926,000 requires eligible expenses by the
Town to equal $1,203,800.
Loan Agreement:
Provides the Town with a maximum loan of $2,210,933. The interest is the GOC Benchmark ten
(10) year Bond Yield rate, less one-half percent (1.5%) at the time the loan is requested.
The terms of the grant and loan agreements are linked and one cannot be exercised without the
other. (ie. hand-in-hand). If we do not utilize the loan at all a penalty of $44,218 (liquidated
damages) representing two (2%) of the maximum principal amount are to be paid by the Town.
The Town can utilize only a portion of the loan to fund the project scope of work and not incur
any liquidated damages.)
The Grant and Loan Agreement deadlines to utilize these funds has been extended on two
previous occasions. January 15, 2014, the Town received notice from FCM that they are
extending the Grant and Loan deadline to December 31, 2014.
This extension is on the
understanding that the project performance will be complete; meaning that all engineering and
construction with full payout of all expenses completed no later than December 31, 2014. No
further grant or loan extensions will be permitted on this project by FCM.
Capital Budgets
The 2013 Capital Budget utilizes FCM funding (grant and loan).

The 2014 Capital Budget utilizes FCM funding (grant and loan).

Innovista
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The 2014 budget outlines a defined scope of work that focuses to develop services specific to
water. The balance of this report speaks to the preliminary findings of water, sanitary and storm
development.
Status of Scope of Work for Phase ll and lll:
First and foremost it is important to understand that the Town of Hinton wears two hats in the
development of Innovista Phase l, ll or lll. We act as a “Developer” and as “Town Project Management”.
As a Developer, the objective is to bring/develop services (water and sanitary) to Phase ll and Phase lll
thus allowing connection to services “more readily available” to attract interest in selling the property.
As Town Project Management, we seek to ensure that the Developer’s requests can be supported,
designed and constructed to maintain existing service levels and identify future use development areas
that would be on the same or new service connection proposed.
To date, we have been reviewing servicing options at a preliminary design level (no detailed design) to
identify options that support future development while maintaining “best value”. The findings are:
Water Service Evaluation:
There is an existing 250mm water line that is stubbed at the property line of Phase l and ll.
Phase ll
can be connected at this point but to get services from this line to Phase lll requires going North then
east (parallel to the CN line). The Phase lll connection continues from Phase ll (parallel to the CN line)
under the ravine and stubs at the east of property line (Drinnan Way).
This defines the “end of the
line”.
It is noted that the “end of the line” could be a future service connection to provide water services to the
future development known as “highway commercial lands” (east of Drinnan Way and paralleling Highway
16).
It would be a connection at the “end of the line”, cross Drinnan Way East bound that would
provide a stub for a future developer to tie into.
Estimated construction costs of the water lines for the above scope of work is identified as a high order
of magnitude $350,000 with an upset of $800,000. The size of the lines is estimated as a preliminary
design only and has not been modeled to confirm the actual size required for construction (this would
happen in detailed design). For clarification – there are no other existing water line connections that we
can tie into to service Phase ll or lll.
Connecting to the existing 250mm water line provides Phase ll and lll with water services but the
pressure in this line does not meet fire flow protection requirements. To address fire flow protection with
development becomes a challenge as we would be basing the fire flow protection requirements on
estimated usage of lands and density.
For the purpose of investigating cost effective solutions, the
following options and costs were considered:
1) Booster Station (proposed area to develop on the North East Corner of Phase lll). The design of the
booster station would be done on estimated usage and density for Phase ll and lll only. The design
of the booster station facility would be constructed to provide space for additional pumps. This would
allow additional pumps to increase capacity to be added when needed. Estimated cost is
$1,100,000. Average operating expenses of a booster station is $80,000 per year.

Innovista
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The risk is that the booster station could be designed and constructed in its initial stages with
capacity higher than the required future use.
2) Fire Protection Tank
Fire protection tanks (above or below ground) are recognized as meeting fire code. Tanks do not
require connection to a water line but take on a role of maintenance and monitoring by the property
owner. This is an option that could be taken on by the future land owner to install a tank that meets
the Fire Code and requirements specific to their usage and density.
Costs for tanks can be
anywhere in the range of $200,000 to $1,000,000.
3) Water Looping
Connecting to the Thompson Lake Reservoir which would bring a line across the highway and tying
into the existing 250mm water line currently stubbed between Phase l and ll provides fireflows. This
option also provides a new connection for water services on the south side of Highway 16
(Thompson Lake) and future development considerations for that area. Estimated costs are
$735,000.
In evaluating all options, taking into consideration costs and access to water to service future
development lands North and South of Highway 16, constructing a conventional waterline on Phase ll
and Phase lll and tying into the Thompson Reservoir achieves best value immediate and long-term.
The water looping also supports removing a current operational issue that is compacted with the low
usage/end of the line as chlorine levels and stagnant water are evident on a regular basis. Operation’s
manages these by flushing potable water into the ditch.
In efforts to be more effective and increase
water usage, we evaluated the construction of a truck fill station (between Phase l and ll) as a means to
increase water usage. The cost to construct the truck fill station to service industrial and commercial
companies is estimated to be $250,000. This station has the ability to create revenue.
Sanitary Service Evaluation:
Phase l of Innovista sanitary system lot developments use “holding tanks”.
This is the responsibility of
the owner of the lot to install and maintenance.
The tanks hold the solids and are pumped out at the
responsibility of the owner as needed.
The liquids are discharged into a main service line that is
connected into Alder Drive.
To detail and construct sanitary services for Phase ll and lll is a challenge as density and usage of the
lands are not known and would dictate the sanitary capacity requirements of holding tanks. During the
preliminary review of Phase ll and lll, the East Ridge Development sanitary connection options needed to
be considered.
The summary findings in evaluating Phase ll and lll and Eastridge as developers via a conventional
sanitary system is that if we construct a sanitary line (connecting into Phase l) utilize the existing CN
Crossing, install a new line down Makal Drive and construct a new line on Drinnan Way (starting just
above Hannington Road) and tie into Hardisty Avenue, we can now service all future development in the
Drinnan Way Lands area. This is an estimated cost of $2,735.000. This option does not install the
line for the Highway Commercial but provides a future tie in.
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If the above is constructed it will impact the lower area from Athabasca Avenue, Market Street and
crossing East River Road.
These lines are currently identified as aged infrastructure and in need of
upgrade. These upgrades are estimated to be $1,887,000.
The 2014 Capital Budget supports completing detailed design to upgrade the Athabasca Avenue area
lines and designing and constructing the Drinnan Way line. Off site levies from developers tying into
this line would allow for some of these funds to be recovered.
The risk to consider is that if the Town
moves forward and constructs these lines and development does not occur, we may not see cost
recovery. FCM would most likely not support development of a conventional sanitary system on Phase
ll when “green” initiatives can be utilized. (ie tanks).
Phase lll cannot tie into Phase ll conventionally
because of the ravine and will require a separate crossing under the CN but can tie back into Makal
Drive line.
Of note, the most economical sanitary option for the East Ridge Developer to tie into is Drinnan Way for
the West phase.
If this option is not available then significant impacts are undertaken to the East
Hardisty area requiring a number of residential systems to be upgraded that would otherwise not be
impacted for years to come.
The East Ridge development current proposed development east is
supported by tying into Skogg Avenue.
Storm Pond Evaluations:
Innovista Phase l storm drainage is supported by an existing pond. Some storm drainage from Phase ll
can be taken into the initial pond but cannot take all flows so a pond on Phase ll is required.
The
ravine prevents taking flows from Phase lll and therefore requires it own pond.
Evaluating use of the
ravine for all flows from Phase ll and lll may be considered but the timing and approval process required
from Alberta Environment will not support the timeline we are working under to utilize FCM funding.
The storm pond locations are adjacent to the CN line as this is defined as the natural slope for flows to
move to. The size of the ponds is based on land size.
Estimated cost to construct Phase ll is
$620,000 and Phase lll is $724,000.
Administration’s Conclusion / Proposed Direction
In evaluating the options and cost impacts for immediate and future development in the Drinnan Way
Lands area and South side of Highway 16 and to effectively use the FCM grantt funding and a portion
of the loan available, Administration recommends:
1. Water looping with fire flow $1,085,000
2. Truck fill station $250,000
3. Phase ll storm pond $620,000
Total Preliminary Design Estimated Costs $1,955,000
This would support the terms of the agreement by FCM, ultimately support immediate and future
development and mitigate stagnant water issues.
It is of note that the green requirements required by FCM to support development of a conventional
sanitary system will most likely not fly.
We propose that the conventional sanitary system design
(Makal Drive and Drinnan Way) be detailed designed with connections to Phase ll and lll move forward
as a project in 2014. To support the East Ridge Developer and potential Developers of Innovista, we
propose moving forward with constructing the Drinnan Way sanitary line in 2014.
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Town Manager Comments
The infrastructure decisions recently landed on technically sound concepts which have now been
costed. We can now finalize the economic projection of phase 2 and 3 viability. In reality, doing the
work for these two phases now or later is the key question, given the pressures of remaining loan/grant
funds. We’ll discuss the revenue (land sales revenue/appraisals etc.) and expense potential in camera
for the business case.
Attachments:
1. Water Drawing
2. Sanitary and Storm Drawing.
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